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"The home décor market is expected to grow, thanks to
healthy market factors and a genuine interest in decor,
supported by the housing market and a retailer emphasis
on the category. Although many consumers seem to enjoy
shopping for décor, not always requiring a specific reason
to shop, they’re changing where they choose to fulfill such
purchases."
- Alexis DeSalva, Retail & Apparel Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

Home furnishings retailers are not the most shopped for décor
Interest in brand names and expert consultation is low

A combination of positive market factors, a stable housing market, and interest in the category is
contributing to positive growth for home décor. What’s more, diversified living situations result in
diverse décor needs suitable for a variety of living situations, creating opportunities for retailers to
connect and grow long-term relationships with shoppers. However, many consumers prefer to opt for
value-oriented and convenient shopping experiences, making more décor purchases at retailers not
traditionally associated with the market. As more players outside the channel look to enter the space,
traditional retailers need to re-think how they leverage their role as décor destinations.
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Younger shoppers head to mass, while older consumers seek tradition
Figure 24: Retailers shopped, by generation, April 2018
Men are shopping for décor online
Figure 25: Retailers shopped, by select demographics, April 2018
Black and Hispanic shoppers seek value
Figure 26: Retailers shopped, by race and Hispanic origin, April 2018
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Peers, retailers and traditional media are most influential
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Men turn to peers, while women look to retailers for inspiration
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Traditional media inspires older shoppers while younger generations influenced by emerging media
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Multicultural shoppers more impulsive than others
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The home is a reflection of one’s style, and most are willing to invest in quality
Figure 43: Attitudes toward home décor shopping – Net any agree, April 2018
Hispanics consumers prioritize their home style and are willing to invest
Figure 44: Attitudes toward home décor, by Hispanic origin, April 2018
Most consumers’ attitudes either practical, concerned with quality or enthusiastic
Figure 45: Cluster analysis – attitudes toward home décor, April 2018
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Quality Concerned Shoppers
Figure 48: Profile of quality concerned shoppers, April 2018
Modern and Trendy Enthusiasts
Figure 49: Profile of modern and trendy enthusiasts, April 2018
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